
                                         Figurative Language Fiesta!     __________________

Read each of the following sentences.  Underline the figurative element in 
each sentence.  On the line provided, write “s” for simile, “m” for metaphor,
“h” for hyperbole, “i” for idiom, or “p” for personification.  The first one has
been done for you.

    H     I'm so mad, my blood is boiling!     

______ This cupcake is as hard as a brick.  

______  The waterfall roared as water fell to the river below.

______  The candy bar that Randall was holding was calling my name.

______  The young ballerina was a beautiful butterfly twirling in the air.

______  My mother is going to kill me when she sees this report card!

______  Elliot let the cat out of the bag when he told Ava about the party.

______  When all of the flowers grew, Reagan knew she had a green thumb.

______  Abby was starving to death by the time dinnertime came.

______  Robert hit the sack after a long day of camping.

______  Cela and Lily are two peas in a pod.

______  The lawn mower devoured the grass and spit it out.

______  The car threw a fit and refused to go.

______  The tiny little puppy was as small as a mouse.



                                   Figurative Language Fiesta! Answer Key

Read each of the following sentences.  Underline the figurative element in 
each sentence.  On the line provided, write “s” for simile, “m” for metaphor,
“h” for hyperbole, “i” for idiom, or “p” for personification.  The first one has
been done for you.

   H      I'm so mad, my blood is boiling!     

    S       This cupcake is as hard as a brick.  

    P         The waterfall roared as water fell to the river below.

    P        The candy bar that Randall was holding was calling my name.

    M       The young ballerina was a beautiful butterfly twirling in the air.

     H      My mother is going to kill me when she sees this report card!

     I       Elliot let the cat out of the bag when he told Ava about the party.

     I       When all of the flowers grew, Reagan knew she had a green thumb.

     H      Abby was starving to death by the time dinnertime came.

     I       Robert hit the sack after a long day of camping.

     I       Cela and Lily are two peas in a pod.

     P        The lawn mower devoured the grass and spit it out.

     P        The car threw a fit and refused to go.

     S       The tiny little puppy was as small as a mouse.


